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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses a data management infrastructure framework for bridge monitoring applications. As sensor
technologies mature and become economically affordable, their deployment for bridge monitoring will continue to grow.
Data management becomes a critical issue not only for storing the sensor data but also for integrating with the bridge
model to support other functions, such as management, maintenance and inspection. The focus of this study is on the
effective data management of bridge information and sensor data, which is crucial to structural health monitoring and
life cycle management of bridge structures. We review the state-of-the-art of bridge information modeling and sensor
data management, and propose a data management framework for bridge monitoring based on NoSQL database
technologies that have been shown useful in handling high volume, time-series data and to flexibly deal with
unstructured data schema. Specifically, Apache Cassandra and Mongo DB are deployed for the prototype
implementation of the framework. This paper describes the database design for an XML-based Bridge Information
Modeling (BrIM) schema, and the representation of sensor data using Sensor Model Language (SensorML). The
proposed prototype data management framework is validated using data collected from the Yeongjong Bridge in
Incheon, Korea.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As sensor technologies mature and become economically affordable, the use of sensors for the health monitoring of
infrastructures, such as bridges, will continue to grow [1, 2]. Installations of sensor networks on long-span bridges have
been deployed [3, 4, 5]. The trend for bridge monitoring will involve installation of hundreds and thousands of sensors to
collect valuable information about the state of the bridge structure [6]. Together with routine maintenance and inspection
reports, the collected sensor data will enable the diagnosis of potential structural problems and the prognosis for the need
of structural strengthening and repairs. Developments of advanced sensing materials and devices, e.g. piezo lead
zirconate titanate (PZT) and fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors, can provide measurements for detailed and precise
structural evaluation but also entail enormous amount of data because of high sampling rate [7, 8, 9]. Structural
monitoring systems will be inundated with data that need to be processed, interpreted and brought forth to support
lifecycle bridge management. While current structural health monitoring research continues to develop and explore new
sensor technologies, very little efforts have been spent to investigate proper data management tools to efficiently store,
manage, and retrieve sensor data. The data issues are of fundamental importance that need to be dealt with before
sensing technologies can truly find useful for bridge lifecycle assessment and management.
Information models and interoperability standards have been proposed for quite some time as a means to build semantic
web services (i.e. network-enabled engineering services accessible on the web) in engineering [10, 11]. In the building
and construction industry, building information modeling (BIM) applications have begun to emerge as a vehicle to
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support Integrated Project Delivery process through exchange of information with open standards. By adhering to open
standard data modeling and format, information exchange and interoperability are now widely supported by BIM
application software. Building information modeling has emerged as a broadly adopted, pervasive technology in the
building industry worldwide. With advances in BIM technologies, much research has been attempted to develop
standard Bridge Information Modeling (BrIM) standards [12, 13]. The objective of BrIM is to facilitate bridge lifecycle
management by creating and maintaining a centralized and sharable data model for bridge structure [13, 14]. BrIM
includes parametric information (such as 3-dimensional geometry), structural information (such as material), and
management data (such as inspection output) and is intended to support data exchange among applications and project
participants [15, 16]. BrIM schemas use extensible markup language (XML) as the basic syntax to attain interoperability
[17, 18]. While XML based model representation has been shown appropriate, the XML based schemas often involve
complex data structures such as nested data hierarchy. Designing a BrIM database that can support semi-structured and
unstructured data schema would be greatly beneficial to take full advantage of state-of-the-art BrIM technologies.
Selecting an appropriate database tool for specific application is important for successful deployment of data
management system. Relational database management system (RDBMS) and structured query language (SQL) have
been widely used across all industries because of its reliability, convenience, and extensive user base. However, recent
studies have shown that RDBMS has some fundamental limitations, in terms of reading and writing speed, capacity,
scalability, and flexibility, particularly for the management of unstructured information [19, 20]. To overcome some of
the limitations of RDBMS, NoSQL (Not Only SQL) database systems have been proposed, developed and exploited
[21]. NoSQL database systems enable faster performance and support more flexible data schema in comparison to
RDBMS by relaxing some of the rigid consistency and strict data schema requirements [22]. Relational tables and data
structures are also not suitable for handling large and unstructured data acquired from bridge monitoring. Furthermore,
while complex query and high consistency are not necessarily the key issues, efficient access and fast retrieval are
important for structural monitoring applications. NoSQL represents a preferred alternative for managing bridge
monitoring data because of its abilities to deal with big data and flexible schema.
This paper discusses a data management framework for bridge monitoring that is designed to handle sensor data and
BrIM model utilizing NoSQL database systems. We first review current efforts in sensor data management and BrIM.
Open source NoSQL database tools such as Apache Cassandra and MongoDB are investigated and deployed for
prototype implementation. The database management system is described and prototype testing is conducted using the
monitoring data collected from the Yeongjong Bridge in Incheon, Korea.

2. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
2.1 Sensor data management system
The data management issues are of fundamental importance that need to be dealt with before advanced sensor
technologies can truly find useful for bridge monitoring and management applications. Few research has been conducted
focusing on the data management issues. McNeill provided an overview of data management issue for SHM [23]. Law et
al. further discussed the data issues for the deployment of wireless sensor and sensor networks and the need for
persistent backend data storage, management and access [24]. Smarsly et al. discussed sensor data management
technologies for a wind turbine monitoring system [25]. Zhang et al. proposed a cyber-infrastructure system for
managing bridge monitoring data and implemented with the SHM system on the New Carquinez Bridge [26]. The
overall system configuration to be discussed in this paper is depicted as shown in Figure 1. The sensor data management
system consists of an on-site computer, a centralized server, users’ computers, and a web interface. The on-site computer
receives raw sensor data from the sensor network on a bridge structure, stores the data temporarily, pre-processes the
raw data, and sends them to the server. As a permanent storage, the centralized server stores all the pre-processed sensor
data as well as other pertinent information regarding bridge specification, geometry, sensor information, etc. The users
or local computers serve as the compute nodes that periodically retrieve data from the server, analyze the data, and sends
the analysis data back to the server. End users can then retrieve the evaluation results from the server via web interface
and other mobile devices [24].
Current SHM data management systems are mostly utilize SQL-based RDBMS. Recent studies have suggested that
NoSQL database systems can show better performance for sensor network application than SQL database in terms of
read/write speed and scalability [27, 28, 29]. In this study, we employ NoSQL database systems, instead of traditional
RDBMS, to facilitate schema definition and to enable efficient performance. The desirable features for the on-site

computer and local computer would be a database tool that supports query languages for data analysis, while the key
issues for the server would be extensibility and scalability to support long-term data management and archiving. Section
3 will discuss in details the selection of NoSQL database systems for the applications.

Figure 1. Sensor data management framework for structural health monitoring

2.2 Bridge information model repository
A bridge information model includes not only a 3-dimensional geometric model but also a variety of information related
to the bridge that are shared among project participants from design to management [13, 30]. Ideally, the information
model can be translated into different file formats for different applications on demand. With the success of
implementation of building information modeling (BIM) in the building and construction industry, BrIM can potentially
lead to similar benefits such as accurate model and consistent designs [26, 27]. The use of BrIM has the potential to
reduce workloads and human errors by avoiding manual file translation [31, 32]. To achieve interoperability, many of
current efforts focus on developing data exchange standards based on easily understandable marked up language such as
XML. Karaman et al. proposed an interoperable data schema for curved steel bridges [17]. Ali et al. described a data
schema for concrete-bridge [18]. BrIM is expected to play an important role for bridge monitoring and management by
allowing users to retrieve inspection data or sensor data through 3-D bridge models. For instance, Samec et al. developed
a web-based BrIM system where engineers can upload and view bridge inspection data including photo, video, and audio
clip via 3-D visualization tool [14]. Marzouk and Hisham presented a BrIM framework integrated with bridge
management system (BMS) [33].
For the data repository development, we have designed a data management infrastructure to store and share bridge
information model and sensor data. OpenBrIM 2.0, an open source XML based BrIM schema, is selected to create a
bridge information model for this study [34]. OpenBrIM allows users to describe a bridge with hierarchical Obj element
sets. An Obj may compose of child(ren) elements and can define its type ObjTypes as a template to describe frequently
used child Objs. The schema-free feature of NoSQL database is particularly desirable to store the complex XML schema
that can be difficult to define in terms of relational database structure. Figure 2 shows BrIM document example using
Obj and ObjType, which describe the skeleton of the BrIM schema. The details for the implementation of BrIM and
sensor data management using NoSQL will be discussed in Section 4.

Figure 2. Simplified BrIM document (left) and corresponding Object hierarchy (right) on OpenBrIM Viewer

3. SELECTION OF NOSQL DATABASE TOOLS
There have been a number of NoSQL database systems with different features and properties. In general, NoSQL
database systems can be categorized into key-value stores, document oriented stores, and column family stores according
to the data models employed [19]. Each has its own strength and it is important to select the tool(s) for specific
application. The key-value type database systems, such as Redis exhibit very fast performance because of the in-memory
operations [35]; these systems however tend to have relatively small data capacity often limited to the main memory
capacity of the computer. In this study, we examine the database tools that are based on document stores and column
family stores.
3.1 Database system for supporting efficient querying
For efficient query purpose, we select MongoDB, a document oriented data storage that features powerful query
capability. MongoDB schema consists of the key-value sets of binary JSON (BSON) schema-less documents. MongoDB
enables relationships between elements by providing reference and embedded document. Furthermore, the database
system supports complex data structure such as nested data or tree-structured data [36]. The strong query capability
allows search by key or value, as well as indexing, range query, aggregation operation, etc. To achieve performance,
MongoDB implements many measures such as data pre-allocation, memory-mapped storage engine, and dynamic query
optimizer [37]. In addition, MongoDB can be scaled by “sharding” – a collection of data on multiple machines by
splitting the data into ranges and distributing the data across multiple shards (involving master and slave machines) [36].
Because of its flexible schema (or schema-less), rich aggregation tools and capability of handle very large data sets,
MongoDB has been widely used in many fields including Internet of Things (IoT) applications and real-time analysis
[38, 39, 40, 41]. The data management infrastructure proposed will take advantage of MongoDB’s efficient querying
performance to support data processing on on-site computers as well as the local (user) computers.
3.2 Database system for supporting persistent archiving
Another NoSQL database system examined in this study is Apache Cassandra, which supports column-oriented storage.
The basic data structure in Cassandra consists of key space, column family, row, and key-value pairs. The Cassandra’s
schema definition is not as flexible as schema-less document oriented database system because the column family needs
to be predefined. But the schema definition is much more flexible than a relational database by allowing different
number of attributes in each row [19]. Cassandra database systems show significant advantages using distributed data
storage over multiple machines [42]. In particular, Cassandra uses decentralized and distributed system often with
replications to guarantee that failure at single point would not cause total system failure whereas MongoDB uses masterslave replication that failure at the master node would lead to failure of the entire database [43]. For huge data sets,
Cassandra’s efficient partitioning based on consistent hashing also has performance advantages over document-oriented
stores [19].
On the other hand, because of the decentralized and distributed data partitioning nature, the query performance of
Cassandra is not as efficient as the range-based query strategy of MongoDB. The column oriented data type is not as
flexible for describing complex data types and complex queries. However, Cassandra is particularly useful for dealing
with high volume of data transaction and storage, especially with write operations [43, 44, 45]. Because of availability,
scalability and schema flexibility, many organizations have shifted to Cassandra NoSQL database system to manage
high volume of data (read and write) transactions [46, 47].
For bridge monitoring application, database systems such as Cassandra that allow easy expansion and schema change,
and increasing volume of sampling data are particularly suitable for persistent data stores. The database server is likely
to have high read and write transaction rates as it continuously acquire data from the sensor network, but data retrieval
from the server for analysis will be performed selectively and less frequently. To take advantage of its scalability and
write efficiency, Cassandra database system is implemented on the main server for the prototyped data management
infrastructure. Figure 3 shows the overall framework of the data management infrastructure which includes MongoDB, a
document oriented data storage system for the onsite and local computers, and Apache Cassandra, a column oriented
data storage system for the main server.

Figure 3. NoSQL based data management framework for bridge monitoring

4. DATA SCHEMA DESCRIPTION
Although the schema-free feature typifies NoSQL database system, data schema definition can significantly facilitate
data retrieval and system automation. The pre-defined data schema does not imply that the system is restrained by a rigid
data structure. The data schema can be easily changed and scaled. For example, when a new type of sensor is added to
the bridge monitoring system, it is not necessary to edit the whole data structure for the NoSQL based data management
infrastructure. The new sensor information can be added to the existing data schema.
For on-site computer storage, MongoDB is used to store only the sampling data acquired from the sensor network. On
the other hand, for local computer’s database, MongoDB stores not only the sampling data, but also the bridge
information for analysis. Cassandra, as the main data storage system, will handle sensor information and bridge
information as well as sensing data. A unified data schema for the sampling data, the sensor information, and the bridge
information model are defined for both of the MongoDB and the Cassandra database systems.
4.1 Sensing data
Figure 4 shows the basic data hierarchy defined for the MongoDB database. The uppermost namespace is called
database, which contains a set of collections. A collection stores a set of documents where each document is a
fundamental data unit in the MongoDB database. The document is represented in the BSON structure that includes a set
of field-value pairs where a value can be either a single data or a list of data. In the current prototype implementation, a
database is defined for a project or a bridge structure, thus the database is named after the name of the bridge. To store
all documents of sensing data, a collection named sensingdata is defined.
Figure 5 shows how a document stores the sampling data. Each Document stores the pre-processed data from an input
file along with the date and the time that the data was acquired and the name of the sensor. Currently, each document
collects a list of measured data over the period of one second. For example, if the sampling rate is 5Hz, the sampled data
is divided into buckets; each bucket has five consecutive data and is stored in a single document. Since a document in
MongoDB can have up to 16MB of storage [36], the strategy to partition the data according to sampling rate and the data
storage is necessary to prevent data overflow which can be caused by sensors that have high sampling rate.
Apache Cassandra also has a hierarchical data structure as described in Figure 6. The top-level keyspace (similar to the
namespace of database in MongoDB) is defined for a specific project or a bridge. The column family consists an array of
rows where each row consists of a set of columns. Each column represents a basic element in the Cassandra database and
is assigned a name and value pair. Although the column family is similar to a table in RDBMS and a row is similar to a
tuple in RDBMS, the basic difference is that for each row a column family of Cassandra database can have different
number of columns, while each tuple in RDBMS has the same number of attributes defined for the table.
When managing sampling data using Cassandra, even with consistent hashing, distributing consecutive data to different
nodes could weaken query performance for continuous, time series data. To overcome this shortcoming, we employed
Oliot-EPCIS, a Cassandra based data repository platform [27, 48]. Oliot-EPCIS deals with the query efficiency issue for
the time series data by allocating partitioning key according to the sensor ID and event time to make sure that
consecutive data is placed in the same node [48]. Figure 7 shows how the Oliot-EPCIS stores the sampling data. First,
the Oliot-EPCIS platform captures the information from an XML document that contains the sensor ID, the event time,
the sampling data, and other information. The system then converts the data into Cassandra input format and sends the

converted data to the column family named objectevent. Each row has a key in the form of “sensorID|yyyymm: event
time” where “sensorID|yyyymm” acts as a partitioning key [27]. In addition, every row is set up to store the data
measured for a period of one second from a sensor.

Figure 4. Data hierarchy in MongoDB

Figure 5. Data schema example of sensing data on MongoDB

Figure 6. Data hierarchy in Cassandra

Figure 7. Data schema example of sensing data on Cassandra (Oliot-EPCIS)

4.2 Sensor information
The main server manages the information about all the sensors installed on a structure, and allows users to search about
the sensors. For interoperability purpose, we adopt Sensor Model Language (SensorML), a standard for defining
measurement and post-measurement process proposed by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) [49]. Using the data
schema described in SensorML, the sensor information are categorized as shown in Table 1. Although not every sensor
has the information for all the categories and attributes, the unstructured information can be easily handled elegantly
with the schema-free feature of Cassandra.
The column family named “sensorinformation” is designed for storing the sensor information. Each row is assigned to a
sensor and each column stores an attribute of the sensor. To manage the unstructured data, each row can have a different
set of attributes and omitted information can be ignored (instead of having identical set of attributes with null values for
omitted attributes). Figure 8 illustrates an instance of the column family “sensorinformation”.

Figure 8. Data schema example of sensor information on Cassandra

Table 1. Category of sensor information [50]

Category

Attributes

System description

sensor ID, sensor name, description, keywords, group

Identifiers

long name, short name, model number, manufacturer

Classifiers

intended application, sensor type

Constraints

document valid time, security constraints, legal constraints

Input & output

input, output, unit of measurement, quantity definition

Location

location(text), location(section), location(coordinate)

Parameter

sampling rate

Physical properties
Electrical requirements
Capabilities

weight, weight unit, length, length unit, width, width unit, height,
height, unit, casing material
voltage, current type, amp range, sensing range
sensing range, sensitivity, sample period, measurement output time

Contacts

responsible party, telephone, address

Documentation

manual

Data

data link

4.3 Bridge information model
In this study, a database schema is designed according to the bridge information modeling (BrIM) schema by Chen et al.
[51]. First, a BrIM document defines an Objtype for each structural element type. We then arrange the Objs in the
workspace corresponding to the actual structural elements. To store a BrIM document in Cassandra database, the column
family “structuretype” and “structurearrangement” are created as illustrated in Figure 9. For the repository of Objtype,
“structuretype” contains a set of rows where each row is allocated to each Objtype. The columns of a row store the
attributes of the Objtype such as start point, end point, and surface definition. The column family
“structurearrangement” corresponds to Objs; each row represents a part of the structure and a column within a row
stores an element of the structure in the form of XML excerpts. The Objs can inherit the data of an Objtype by assigning
a reference object RefObj. For instance, in Figure 9, the Side Truss Vertical column of the Side Truss row in the
“structurearrangement” column family inherits the attributes of Steel Box Girder in the “structuretype” column family.

Figure 9. Bridge information model data schema on Cassandra

MongoDB stores BrIM document in the similar way as in the Cassandra. As shown in Figure 10, two collections named
“brim.objtype” and “brim.superobj” are defined for Objtype and Obj, respectively. Each document in “brim.objtype”
stores the information of each Objtype, and each document in “brim.superobj” contains the data of each Obj.

Figure 10. Bridge information model data schema on MongoDB

5. IMPLEMENTATION DETAIL
To test the proposed data schema and database design, we use the model of the stiffening truss girder of Yeongjong
Bridge in Incheon, Korea and the collected sensor data as an example. Table 2 shows the description of the sampling
data from the dynamic strain gauge sensors. The sensors collected the measurements at the sampling rate of 100Hz; thus
a set of a hundred consecutive data is stored in a collection of MongoDB and in a row of Cassandra. The input file from
the sensors contains 405 seconds of sensing data for about 1.3Mbytes. For prototyping, three programs written in python
are developed to store the data to the on-site computer, to store data to the main server, and to retrieve data from the
main server to a user’s computer, respectively. Figure 11 shows a screenshot where the program receives a new data file
and sends the data to MongoDB. Figure 11 (a) shows the initial status of the program, and Figure 11 (b) shows the status
after the input file 10000.txt is created in the folder named yj3adsg01. The program console shown in figure 11 (b)
indicates that the input file named 10000.txt is updated for the sensor yj3adsg01. Once the program reads all the input
files, the collection sensingdata holds the 405 documents per each sensor (Figure 12 (a)), and each document stores a list
of a hundred data values (Figure 12 (b)).
Table 2. Detailed description of sampling data

Sensor ID

yj3adsg01

yj3adsg02

yj3adsg03

yj3adsg04

yj3adsg05

Name

Dynamic strain gauge

Sampling period

2014-01-22 01:34:44 ~ 2014-01-22 01:41:28 (405 seconds)

Sampling rate

100 Hz

Input file

10000.txt

20000.txt

30000.txt

40000.txt

50000.txt

yj3adsg06

60000.txt

Description

Dynamic strain gauge on stiffening truss girder at west pylon

Keyword

Dynamic Strain Gauge, Stiffening Truss Girder, West Pylon

Group

Suspension Bridge:Stiffening truss girder:West pylon:Dynamic strain

Output

dynamic strain

Unit

microstrain

Location (text)

Stiffening truss girder at west pylon of Yeongjong Bridge

Location (section)

3A-3A

(a) Initial screen

(b) Screen after storing 10000.txt

Figure 11. toonsite.py: Program storing data to MongoDB in on-site computer

(a) The number of document of each sensor

(b) Retrieved document

Figure 12. Results of running toonsite.py

(a) Initial screen

(b) Screen after catching 405 updates in on-site computer

Figure 13. tomain.py: Program storing data to Cassandra in main server

Figure 14. Result of running tomain.py

Once the update on the MongoDB in the on-site computer is completed, the MongoDB documents are converted into
XML documents, and the documents are sent to Cassandra database. Figure 13 shows the process in transferring the
MongoDB document to the Cassandra database. Figure 13 (b) shows that 405 rows are updated for the sensor yj3adsg01
that is measured until 2014-01-22 01:41:28. As shown in Figure 14, after all the data from the on-site computer are
transferred, the column family objectevent of Cassandra has a total of 2,430 rows which is identical to the number of
sensors multiplied by number of data entry for each sensor.

(a) Searching on retireve.py

(b) Retrieved document in MongoDB
Figure 15. Data retrieval using retrieve.py

To retrieve the data from the main server, the user enters the search conditions including information such as sensor ID
and time period. The query is then sent to the Cassandra database (via web querying platform provided by Oliot-EPCIS),
and retrieves the data to the MongoDB database resided in the local computer. The retrieved data can be found in the
collection named retrieve in MongoDB. As shown in Figure 15 (a), the user search the sensing data collected by sensor
yj3adsg01 from 2014-01-22 01:34:44 inclusive to 2014-01-22 01:34:49 exclusive. As a result, five documents are
retrieved as shown in figure 15 (a), and the retrieved data are shown in MongoDB console (see figure 15 (b)).
The sensor shown in Table 2 is stored in the sensorinformation column family in the Cassandra database. An Excel
spreadsheet is created to convert the table of sensor information into the inputs for Cassandra. Once converted, users can
then store the sensor via the Cassandra console. Figure 16 shows the example sensor information for sensor yj3adsg01
retrieved directly from the Cassandra console.

Figure 16. Sensor information for yj3adsg01 retrieved from Cassandra

In order to store the bridge information model, we first made an OpenBrIM document describing the stiffening truss
girder of the Yeongjong Bridge. The OpenBrIM document consists of two parts – ObjType and Obj. Figure 17 shows the
examples of an ObjType named Steel Box Girder (Side) and an Obj named Side Truss Diagonal that inherit the features
of Steel Box Girder (Side) via the referencing object RefObj. The 3-dimensional model displayed using the OpenBrIM

Viewer is shown in Figure 18 (a). Figure 18 (b) shows the detail view of the sensor information attached to the bridge
information model.

(a) objtype: steel box type (side)

(b) obj: side truss diagonal

Figure 17. Excerpts of BrIM document of the Yeongjong Bridge’s stiffening truss girder

(a) 3-D view of stiffening truss girder

(b) Detail view of sensor geometry

Figure 18. 3-D view of Yeongjong Bridge’s stiffening truss girder (OpenBrIM Viewer)

Currently the BrIM document for Yeongjong Bridge is manually converted into MongoDB inputs and stored in
Cassandra database. This converted input file follows the schema described in Figure 9 and Figure 10. For example, the
object type Steel Box Girder (Side) occupies one document in the collection brim.object and the object Side Truss
Diagonal is stored in a document named Side Truss, which belongs to brim.superobj as an element group, together with
the sibling objects. Similarly, Cassandra stores the Steel Box Girder (Side) in a row of structuretype column family and
Side Truss Diagonal in a column of row named Side Truss that belongs to structurearrangement column family. Figure
19 and Figure 20 show the retrieved results of Steel Box Girder (Side) and Side Truss Diagonal from the MongoDB and
the Cassandra database, respectively.

Figure 19. Retrieved bridge information model from MongoDB

Figure 20. Retrieved bridge information model from Cassandra

6. CONCLUSION
In this study, a data management framework for bridge monitoring is proposed. We review current developments in data
management system for sensor network and bridge information modeling (BrIM). We deploy MongoDB and Apache
Cassandra, two state-of-the-art NoSQL database systems. MongoDB is particularly suitable for fast and diverse query
performance required for on-site and local (user) computers, while Cassandra is optimized for handling persistent store
in the main server. Data schemas are developed to store the sensing data, the sensor information, and the bridge
information model. Oliot-EPCIS is adopted for the Cassandra platform to improve performance for storing and
retrieving time series data. The schemas for sensor information and BrIM are designed based on standard models,
namely SensorML and OpenBrIM, respectively. The proposed data management framework and the data schema are
validated by populating the Yeongjong Bridge’s information including sampling data, sensor information and building
information model. The results show that the proposed schema and system can handle the bridge and monitoring data
and allow efficient storage and retrieval by users.
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